
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

22296 15 x 6.8 x 3.8  cm 194g Puppy,Adult For Dogs 15-35 lbs Natural Rubber

Being a premier chew proof dog toys manufacturer in 
China, Heao Group is dedicated to fulfilling all your 
furry companion's playtime requirements with pride.This 
innovative dumbbell design is for intelligent fun. Our 
chew proof dog toy an ingenious and engaging playtime 
accessory crafted from premium natural rubber material. 
This toy is designed to provide endless hours of 
excitement and mental stimulation for your furry 
companion.

Superior Strength and Elasticity:
Made from top-quality natural rubber, this dog toy boasts 
remarkable tensile strength and elasticity. It can withstand 
rigorous play and stretching, ensuring long-lasting 
enjoyment for your canine friend.
 
Sleek Dumbbell Shape:
The toy's dumbbell shape exudes a sense of sophistication, 
making it visually appealing while offering excellent grip 
points for your dog to hold onto during play. Its smooth 
contours and well-balanced design make it a joy to 
interact with.
 
Interactive Treat Dispenser:
At both ends of the dumbbell, you'll find cleverly crafted 
holes. These openings serve as treat dispensers, allowing 
you to insert small treats or kibble inside. As your dog 
plays and chews on the chew toy, they will be rewarded 
with delightful treats, encouraging them to engage and 
exercise their problem-solving skills.
 
Lightweight and Fetch-Friendly:
Despite its robust construction, the natural rubber 
material keeps the toy surprisingly lightweight. This 
feature ensures that even smaller dogs can easily carry 
and retrieve the dumbbell during fetching games, making 
playtime a delightful experience for pups of all sizes.

More style is coming soon...

 Promote Mental Agility:
The interactive nature of this chew proof toy 
stimulates your dog's cognitive abilities as they 
figure out how to access the treats hidden within 
the holes. It keeps their mind engaged, 
preventing boredom and fostering mental agility.

Easy to Clean:
The chew toy is a breeze. Its smooth surface allows for 
hassle-free washing with mild soap and water, 
maintaining hygiene and ensuring safe play for your 
furry companion.
 
In summary, the chew proof dog toy is a remarkable 
plaything for your canine companion. With its durable 
yet elastic material, unique dumbbell design, and treat-
dispensing features, it's a fantastic tool to keep your dog 
physically and mentally active. So, treat your furry 
friend to this innovative and fun-filled toy, and watch 
them wag their tail with joy and satisfaction!

Tough Chew Dog Toy
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